Research Skills for M.A. Students 1.3, Academic Study of Religion

Introductory Reference Articles

"Civil Religion" in Encyclopedia of Race, Ethnicity and Society [online]
"Religion, Theories of" in Encyclopedia of Science and Religion [online]
"Religion" in Encyclopedia of African American History, 1896 to the Present [online]
"Religion" in Encyclopedia of Philosophy [online]
"Religion" in Encyclopedia of World Poverty [online]
"Religion and Spirituality" in Oxford Encyclopedia of Latinos and Latinas in the U.S. [online]
"Religious Communication Theories" in Encyclopedia of Communication Theories [online]
"Religious Studies" in Encyclopedia of Religion in America [online]
"Religious Studies and Environmental Concern" in Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature [online]
"The Study of Religion" in The Encyclopedia of Religion [online]
"World Religions" in Encyclopedia of Global Religion [online]
"Religion and Art" in (Grove) Dictionary of Art [online]
"Religion" in New Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible [online]

And more, through Reference Universe

Introductory Texts

Bird, Darlene, ed. Theology and Religious Studies in Higher Education: Global Perspectives (Continuum, 2009) [online]
Chrysides, George D. Study of Religions: An Introduction to Key Ideas and Methods (Continuum, 2007) [200.71 C558s]
Faggioli, Massimo, ed. Religious Studies in the 20th Century: A Survey on Disciplines, Cultures and Questions (Lit, 2006) [207.5 R3822r]

Idinopulos, Thomas Athanues, ed. Comparing Religions: Possibilities and Perils (Brill, 2006) [online]
Jaekel, Slavica, ed. The Future of the Study of Religion (Brill, 2004) [online]
McCUTCHEON, Russell T. Studying Religion: An Introduction (Equinox, 2007) [200.711 M133s]
Sharma, Arvind. Religious Studies and Comparative Methodology (SUNY, 2005) [207.5 S5312r]
Turner, James. Religion Enters the Academy: The Origins of the Scholarly Study of Religion in America (Univ of Georgia, 2011) [online]


Library of Congress Subject Headings

Religion Methodology, Religion Study and Teaching, Religion Study and Teaching Methodologies, Religions Study and Teaching Anthropology of Religion; Church History Methodology; Ecology Religious Aspects; Psychology, Religious; Religion and Literature; Religion and Sociology

Bibliography

Lauro, Reno. "Religious Scholarship and the Commodified Imagination" in Religious Studies Review (June 1, 2009) [online]
Roscoe, Paul. "The Comparative Method" in Religion Compass [online]
Wabash Center. [Webography on the study of religion] [online]
Wild, Mark. "Urban Christianity in the United States after World War II" in History Compass [online]

Interdisciplinarity

Lyall, Catherine, et al. Interdisciplinary Research Journeys: Practical Strategies for Capturing Creativity (Bloomsbury, 2001) [online]
The Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity, 2010 [BD255 .O94]

ATLA

Subject Headings: Church History Methodology, Religion Definition, Religion Essence, Religion Research, Religion Study, Religions Study Methodology

A Sampling of Recent Articles in ATLA

Daggers, Jenny. "Thinking "religion": the Christian past and interreligious future of religious studies and theology." Journal Of The American


Lehmann, Hartmut. “The History of Twentieth Century Christianity as a Challenge for Historians.” *Church History* 71, no. 3 (Sept. 2002) [online]


Taves, Ann. “Religion in the Humanities and the Humanities in the University.” *JAAR* 79, no. 2 (June 2011) [online]


Wiebe, Donald. “An Eternal Return All Over Again.” *JAAR* 74, no. 3 (Sept 2006): 674-696 [online]

Significant Journals

- *Journal of the American Academy of Religion* [online]
- *Religious Studies and Theology* [online]
- *Religion* [online]
- *Method & Theory in the Study of Religion* [online]

Online Media

- Religion and Ethics Newsweekly
- Religion Dispatches
- Trans/Missions

Websites

- American Academy of Religion
- Society of Biblical Literature
- Wabash Center